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PREFACE

The art and business of printing in the San Francisco Bay Area are
significant in the history of printing in the United States and have been
an integral part of the cultural development of California. This series
of interviews with people who have been participants in and observers of
the recent history of San Francisco Bay Area printing stems from a 1958
interview by Francis P. Farquhar with Edward DeWitt Taylor. It has been
carried forward in the interest of recording details of the movement and
analyzing factors in its development.

To the series have been added interviews concerning other related
aspects of the San Francisco Bay Area book world: writing, illustrating,
and designing books, collecting, and selling them as well.

Until her death in June 1994, Ruth Teiser was project director of
the Books and Printing in the San Francisco Bay Area Series, and
coordinator of the greater part of the oral histories. The book,
Printing as Performing Art, co-edited by Ruth Teiser and Catherine
Harroun and published in 1970 by the Book Club of California, was based
on interviews the two of them had done for the series. In 1989 the Book
Club published Ruth Teiser 's biography of Lawton Kennedy, entitled Lawton
Kennedy . Printer . Appropriately, the Book Club of California was the
site of the memorial gathering for Ruth Teiser, the memorial joined with
the presentation of Ruth's last oral history, Clifton and Lois Rather,
The Rather Press of Oakland. California. Ruth Teiser 's expertise and
knowledge of the printing industry contributed significantly to the
documenting of its history by this series.

Concerned that the oral history component to The Bancroft Library's
rich collections on the history of fine printing was ending, the office
director called on Robert Harlan, Professor Emeritus of the School of
Information Management and Systems, for advice. Professor Harlan had
been faculty advisor to the series over the years. His first suggestion
was to bring up to date the career of Jack Stauffacher, whose oral
history, A Printed Word Has Its Own Measure, had been completed in 1969.
The result is the present volume, Jack Stauffacher, "The Word. Bearer of
Our Confessions": The Greenwood Press 1968-1996, which continues the
series on Books and Printing in the San Francisco Bay Area.

The Regional Oral History Office was established in 1954 to augment
through tape-recorded memoirs the Library's materials on the history of
California and the West. Copies of all interviews are available for
research use in The Bancroft Library and in the UCLA ,Department of
Special Collections. The office is under the direction of Willa K. Baum,
and is an administrative division of The Bancroft Library of the
University of California, Berkeley.

Willa Baum
Division Head

June 1997
Regional Oral History Office
The Bancroft Library
University of California, Berkeley
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INTRODUCTION- -by Robert D. Harlan

With the exception of a brief stint in the United States Army
during World War II, Jack Werner Stauffacher has been a printer and
book designer for nearly sixty years, an impressive career that
began in 1938 in a small studio at his home in San Mateo,
California and that continues to this day at his Greenwood Press at
300 Broadway in San Francisco. Favorable recognition from the
Trade came early, conspicuously so with the publication of his
Janson: A Definitive Collection (1954) which was designated as one
of its Fifty Books of the Year by the American Institute of Graphic
Art. Jack's selection of the Janson type as his house type, an
action commemorated in this book, inaugurated a close study of this
typeface (now designated Kis) which resulted subsequently in his
publishing in 1983 of Gyorgy Haiman's definitive treatise Nicholas
Kis: Hungarian Punchcutter and Printer: 1650-1702. and his
participation in Hungary in a tricentenary celebration of the
printing of Kis's Amsterdam Bible. The elegant Kis typeface is used
in other of his masterpieces, including Plato's Phaedrus (1977) and
the Horace Odes (1990) . His research on this typeface and others
has involved extensive correspondence with eminent authorities,
including Stanley Morison, Hermann Zapf, and Jan Tschichold. In
this country and perhaps even more in Europe, Jack is regarded as
the leading American exponent of the minimalist style in printing
associated with Tschichold.

A dedicated traditionalist in his commitment to and
appreciation of the best of the past and how it can inform us, Jack
is no Luddite. Any discussion of his work, particularly during the
past decade, must address his coming to terms with the computer:
for design, for keyboarding, and for digitization of typefaces. A
close collaborator has been Simmer Stone of Stone Type Foundry,
Inc. who, with Jack's assistance, has digitized the Kis typeface.
Perhaps the most impressive result of this collaboration, thus far,

published by the Book Club of California, a work praised for its
legibility and beauty. It employs Stone's new typeface Cycles.

Jack's modus operandi has always included teaching and
lecturing. Following his three years in Italy (1955-1958) ,

partially supported by a Fulbright grant, he directed for five
years the New Laboratory Press at the Carnegie Institute of
Technology at Pittsburgh, the successor to Porter Garnett's
Laboratory Press. There he held the post of Assistant Professor of
Typographic Design. From 1964 to 1969 he served as director of
book design at Stanford University Press while also teaching part-
time (1964-1969) at the San Francisco Art Institute. Other





teaching appointments have been a Regents' Professorship (Winter
Quarter, 1974) at the University of California at Santa Cruz to
which campus he returned in 1975 to establish the Cowell Press. In
1979 he established the Center for Typographic Language. In June
1982 he taught at the Book Arts Institute, the University of
Alabama, Tuscaloosa. He has lectured widely, for example at
Southern Methodist University, Yale University, Princeton
University, the Graphic Heritage Series in New York, the Rochester
Institute of Technology, Northwestern University, the American
Institute of Graphic Arts, Boston Chapter, and Typo90 at Oxford,
England.

He has served as well on several juries for book design
competitions. Among his awards are the twelfth Annual George
Wittenborn Memorial Award, the Middleton Award by the American
Center for Design, Chicago, winner in the American Association of
Museums Publication Design Competition, and a finalist in 1993 and
again in 1995 at the prestigious Premio Internazional Biennale
Felice Feliciano in Verona, Italy.

It is altogether appropriate that in 1998 The Book Club of
California is scheduled to publish a collection of his writings and
correspondence and a bibliography of his printing and design work.

The title of this interview is taken from Jack's credo
Meditations .

Robert D. Harlan
Professor Eineritus
School of Information
Management and Systems
University of California at
Berkeley

June 1997
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INTERVIEW HISTORY- -Jack Werner Stauffacher

This interview with Jack Stauffacher was proposed by the
interviewer, Professor Emeritus Robert D. Harlan of the University
of California at Berkeley, to serve as a sequel to Jack's 1967
interview for ROHQ which was conducted by Ruth Teiser. Jack was
interviewed in four sessions in his lively Greenwood Press office
at 300 Broadway, San Francisco. The first three sessions took

place on June 19, June 26, and July 3, 1996, respectively. The
fourth session, which was taped on December 11, 1996 after the

transcriptions of the first three sessions had been reviewed by
Jack and Robert Harlan, includes some material that in retrospect
both men thought should be added. Each of the transcriptions was
carefully reviewed and revised by Jack and Robert before its final
text was approved.

A general outline set by Robert was modified and in some cases
altered by Jack as topics were developed during the actual
sessions. Jack frequently retrieved for reference letters, printed
material, and photographs from his seemingly unorganized files and
archive through a process that Robert found both mysterious and
delightful. Jack was an articulate and enthusiastic participant in
the sessions. He was also thoughtful and judicious, particularly
in characterizing the work of other printers. His opinions are

strongly and enthusiastically held, particularly as these relate to
standards in printing and bookmaking.

Jack has graciously provided photographs and samples of his
work to accompany the text of this interview.

Robert D. Harlan
Interviewer/Transcriber

June 1997
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I THE NEW TECHNOLOGY AND THE OLD TECHNOLOGY

[Interview 1: June 19, 1996] tftt
1

.Tnm-rn?1 of Typographic Research

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Let's start with an overview of the impact of the
new technology on your work at the Greenwood Press
and, if you wish, on printing in general . We might
begin with your oral history of 1967 (A Printed
Word Has Its Own Measure) in which you state that
we must understand the times and the new
techniques and be able to work with the new
techniques in order to be able to continue to

produce basic attractive printing. In your
previous oral history you mentioned the

significance of your designing the Journal of

Typographic Research which was produced offset. So
now, if you like, why don't you comment about this

journal and your work with it.

I was asked to design this Journal which was to

embody some of the new ideas on typesetting and
typography. For example, here is an article on the
use of IBM Selectra. The purpose was to touch the

very edge of new wave typesetting with other
articles on concrete poetry and such, so I made
this rather modest design. The cover was radical
from the standpoint of design but everybody liked
it--it was simple, using Baskerville, and this
became the basic format for the issues. A year
later I had to change the cover design- -it was too
small and subtle. Later on the magazine changed
title to become Visible Language. Later it became
a kind of reservoir of doctoral critiques on
literature .

Is this still coming out?

1 ## This symbol indicates that a tape or tape segment has

begun or ended. A guide to the tapes follows the transcript.





Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

I think it is. I was on the advisory board of the
journal.

When did you cease having any
responsibility for design?

direct

When the original editor, Dr. Herald E. Wrolstad,
died it was taken over by another person and
became a very dense scientific look at typography,
and I lost interest and was taken off the advisory
board. This is all in reference to my interest in
the changing tools. From 1967 to about 1980 I kept
an eye on developments and talked to people about
new tools, and about the middle of the 1970s I was
using some of the systems. They were expensive
systems competing with linotype and monotype. This
was a very slow process, and then it accelerated
into photocomposition.

Center for Typographical Language; Sumner Stone
and Adobe; Computers and Digitization

Harlan:

Stauffacher;

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

You mentioned that you were given a desktop
computer. Who gave it to you?

Sumner Stone who was at that time the director of
typography and type design at Adobe, so he was in
a position to bring me this new desktop Apple plus
types they had worked on in a digital sense. This
digital thing was new. It was not just
photosetting. It was now digitized. Again, I don't
have a clear recollection of these changes. By
1987 Apple and Adobe and others had founded a
whole new generation of marketing materials.

Other important developments?

The Center for Typographical Language (1980) was
created out of the interest of young people who
were starting to set type using these new systems.
They had no real background in typographic
niceties. They didn't know the history of
typography. They were just thrown into this job
with very little training. The Center for
Typographical Language would bring people here to
the Greenwood Press to discuss the position of the
history of typography in the present world, and I

was to provide them with information they had





Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher :

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

never thought about. I had about eight students.
The students were conversant with the new
techniques but were totally unfamiliar with what
letters were and the meaning of letters. My goal
was a legitimate typographic guide to help the
book designer. I talked about things the
students had never thought about, including the
computer and design.

You're talking about 1981.

Yes, this is about digitization and the very
rapid changes. I invited different people to give
lectures on, for example, the history of letter
forms. I brought together the old and the new so
that there is an understanding that the past has
some very important contributions to give to new
typesetters. Among my guest lecturers were Sumner
Stone and Chuck Bigelow.

Do you remember how many of these programs you
had?

I had three. These were offered in the Winter and
the Spring.

Have you followed any of these people's careers?

Yes. Some I see once in a while or they write to
me, and they remember the way in which the
information was brought out.

You mentioned Chuck Bigelow. How did you first
come to know him?

Well, Chuck was one of my students at the
Typographic Studio, and he came from Reed College.
At the Institute I developed the Typographic
Workshop 17, and I taught students in the Design
department which they don't have now.

Which Institute is this?

The San Francisco Art Institute on Chestnut
Street.

Maybe we should talk a little about it. What is
it, and what did you do there with the students?

Stauffacher: That's a rather fragmented story. When I was Art





Harlan:

Stauffacher;

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Director at Stanford University Press (1963-1966)
Jim Robertson asked me to teach typography part
time, one day a week in the evening. They had a

very basic primitive proof press and type , and
there I had about ten students. We did some very
marvelous things. Very primitive but very nice.
I opened their eyes and ears to the visual
richness of books.

So that's where you first met Bigelow?

Bigelow really became enamored of typography,
and since then he has developed into one of the
important type designers. He later won a
MacArthur Fellowship and became a professor at
Stanford University. He was my star pupil at that
time.

One thing that happened at the Art Institute was
that there was a very heated polemic about art and
applied art. Finally, the art group had the
graphic arts dismantled so that they were no

longer a part of the Institute.

What was the reason for that, do you know?

The people in power were thinking that the applied
art people were commercial hacks while they were
the artistic visionaries of the future. This
never really came to anything in terms of
intellectual discourse. Rather, it was a very
definite rather obsolete opinion. And they
wouldn't speak to us. What happened was that the
graphic arts department under Jim Robertson's
direction was becoming the most popular department
in the school, and many students wanted to take
it. The old guard looked upon this as a threat to
them, so they just did away with it. Fred Martin
was the Director of the College. So anyway that's
the story there. They disbanded the Department of

Graphic Arts, but they wanted me to be there to
teach the printmakers something about typography.
So they left me alone for a year or two, but I was
finally phased out. The story is that the Art
Institute still looks upon graphic arts as too
commercial. If they had kept me in the Department
of Graphic Arts I think they would have been much
more successful.

Harlan: So during this whole period you were keeping the





Stauffacher ;

Harlan:

Stauffacher :

old techniques while experimenting with the new
techniques?

What really started me to thinking about the
processes of changing technology was also my
connection with the history of typography and my
enquiry into the Nicholas Kis types, because this
was an ongoing link to when I first published my
Janson book in 1954. That was a link that was
further strengthened when I finally met Gyorgy
Haiman at the important event in Budapest
commemorating the life of Kis. He wrote the
definitive book Nicholas Kis: Hungarian Punch-
cutter and Printer; 1650-1702 which I published
in 1983. That link with the Kis type reminds me
that Sumner Stone, who in the 1980s was working
with Autologic in the Los Angeles area, became
interested in digitizing the Kis/Janson type. He
said "Jack, let's see what we can do to digitize
the Kis/Janson type which you like so well." So

they created this and made, I think, a fine
translation of the type. And I used it in a
little broadside a review of the Nicholas Kis
book by Fernand Baudin, and it also gave me the
chance to look over the shoulder of Sumner Stone
and the people who were helping him in the
transition from the older lead type design into
modern digital. So that was my first experience.
I was reminded of the baroque roots that this
type came from. I have had this type for over
fifty years, and my pleasure in using it hasn't
faded.

Tell us more about what you think about Adobe and
perhaps other systems.

When Sumner Stone became director of type design
at Adobe in the middle 1980s his specific attempt
was to take Old Style types like Garamond, Caslon
and others to digitize them in a manner in which
they were originally designed. He did not simply
photograph the letters and then enlarge or reduce
them. There had to be an evaluation of each size.
As with the ancient punchcutters , each size was
cut according to the visual makeup of each letter,
so eight point was designed for eight point, etc..
You didn't just take one model and enlarge or
reduce it. So Sumner and his group attempted to
revive the old types in a manner in which that
proportional scaling could be done. And he





Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

succeeded. Adobe's Garamond is one of the first
classical types so successfully digitized, and it
continues to be widely used by book designers.

Was it always well used?

What do you mean?

Were they sympathetic with the type they were
using?

Oh yes. Adobe and Sumner put on a very important
marketing program to give clients some history of
the Garamond types.

That is significant, isn't it?

Very significant. I collaborated with other
designers on the Garamond catalogue. I did the
alphabetical part which displayed the type in its
different sizes. The pamphlet is very instructive
for those people who do not know the history and
use of the type. Sumner Stone thought that one of
his responsibilities, as these new types were
being released, was to educate the graphic
designer.

When did he leave Adobe?

He left in 1990.

Is he still connected with the business somehow?

He has his own business, Stone Type Foundry Inc.
I credit Sumner for this education program of
Adobe's. So today there are many typefaces, so

many to choose from. I think Adobe had provided
for a new generation some very important
typographic information.

You think in that sense that things are better
than they once were, maybe, when there was so much
foundry type to choose from? With no guidance?

There was guidance during the metal period when
typefoundries issued histories of the type faces,
along with the type fonts, especially English
Monotype but also Linotype with Paul Bennett's
inspired direction. He was always preaching,
preaching the history of type. I think Sumner grew





Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher

up in an atmosphere which knew about this, and he
was in a position to influence this totally new

way of releasing type digitally. I think that

during his time at Adobe he did a very fine job.
There is now so much type out there it's getting
lost, but those who are sensitive and know types
will go back to Adobe. There is Matthew Carter who
has his own business and who does a very fine job
with historical types. He did a marvelous
Galliard which has been digitized. His father was

Harry Carter. So, all these fonts are on the menu.
But again we are faced with the same old problem:
how to use these types properly. That involves
education and self-education. Each person with a

computer has to deal with this issue if he is
serious about what he is doing. The comments I

made in the AAUP's Book. Jacket and Journal Show.
1996 (1996-97) resonate with these constant

problems.

Design is one of the things that you have always
done as part of your work. So let's talk about

changes that have helped or not helped you.

Well, I think the computer has helped me greatly
with my design from the sketch to the final
solution. I have my manuscript. I take that
material and put it into typographic space and
make variations with the line, word spacing,
leading, and type sizes, and I can look at these
sketches and make very refined subtle changes.
Whereas, the traditional method wasn't as
flexible. I had to provide clear specifications
for the typesetter. I had to know exactly the

length of line and the type I wanted to use. When

you are trained this way you must anticipate your
problems, but on the computer you can play with
the material in a manner that provides you with
the possibility of variation.

Let's talk a little bit about the old method which

you still enjoy doing.

Well, obviously, the old method is still to set
metal type on the composing stick and to create a

book there. And this has been my training from my
youth to the present time. Now it is perhaps a

luxury because it is so time consuming. We forget
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that the manipulation of handset type has a
different time sequence in the production of a

page of text than monotype or linotype which are,
of course, much faster. But the very basics
exemplified in the work of Gutenberg and his
contemporaries and those who followed remain valid
to this day. That is five hundred years! When I

do grasp the composing stick I am again connected
strongly with the craft's history, and I feel that
brotherhood, that guild system which anyone who
has read the history of typography feels very
close to. Handsetting, now at my age, still
enables me to return to the source of the craft to
see the type in its true three dimensions. It is

something physical. You can touch it. You can
look at it. The computer does not provide that
luxury. I am always reminded when I set type of
the ritual of typographic history . So this is my
pleasure. I hope I will never lose it. I don't
think that I will. There is a time when you say
to the computer: "That's it! No more!" I go back
to the composing stick with which I can make the
adjustments and can correct things in the same way
as on the computer but in a three-dimensional
textured on-hands way. And that is why the
pleasure in setting metal type will always be a

part of the Greenwood Press.





II DESIGN

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher;

Tell us about your work and views on design.

I don't separate design from the other aspects of
a printing project. I do have a concept in my
mind's eye possibly, but that is only governed by
the limitations of a project the size of the
pages, the amount of pages, the amount of

manuscript. We are talking about designing books.
That's all I am thinking about here. So I come to
each book with that knowledge of the past about
books and what has been done before. I try to
keep a certain restraint in the design. I don't
overwhelm the folio numbers. I don't make a big
splash on title pages. I try to keep the design
level with the text. I mean by that, what is the
text saying? What is the substance of the
author's text? I am also very interested in the
position of the type mass, where it is placed on
the page. This is very important. It can be
symmetrical or asymmetrical. This is a very very
subtle thing. A lot of designers of books just
use a formula, and they do not exercise the
subtleties, the real subtleties, like a Beethoven
quartet just the right tone.

There's an architectural element, then, just as in
a Beethoven quartet?

It has something to do with volume and shape.
This aesthetic of the design is what the designer
is all about. He has to regulate the tempo of the
book, and he has to do it with the most subtle
things against the white, against the edge,
against the dimension of the page. These are the
ingredients of design. It is the total picture of
a graphic mark on the page. If he is in control
of these, the visible and invisible spaces, then
he has succeeded. He is in control, and he doesn't
play the ham actor. I have always wanted to be
not the ham actor but the good actor.

Harlan: Even the supporting actor?
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Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher :

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Yes. Just think of the idea of doing Plato's
Phaedrus . these ancient dialogues. My god, we
have to be in the wings, backstage. Let the play
go on, but let us not interrupt, saying "It's me,
me!" The desire is to be in a sense a servant of
the word. How the designer gets there is through
his sensitivity, his appreciation of past books of
other masters. That's what I feel about making my
books .

Any comments about what you think the general
state of book design is today?

Well, I think it is a very mixed situation. There
are really nice books being done, but not too many
from university presses, which I know more about.
The problem, particularly in this country, is that
the image driven book jackets are given more
attention, more excitement, more color than the
interior of the book. That's given almost
secondary importance. I feel that the book
designer, if he is competent, should be able to do

every part of the book the interior and the
exterior.

Is he allowed to do that always?

Not today. For the Stanford University Press I

designed everything. That means that at that time
the university press book jackets were not image
driven. They were typographic driven. If you
look at some of the work of P. J. Conkwright of
Princeton University Press, for example, some of
the work of early days, it is beautiful.
Everything is integrated. Nowadays, book jackets
seem foreign to the interior text.

When do you think this began, this trend towards
commercialization? Vying with commercial trade
books?

I think the university presses are producing more
books, competing with the big publishers. And
there is another problem which I described to one
of my classes years ago. They did a book of
Francis Ponge, the French poet. If people know

2The Power of Language; Texts and Translations; Francis Ponae,

Berkeley: University of California Press, 1979.
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Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher;

Harlan:

Stauffacher :

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

about Ponge, they know he is a contemporary of

Braque, Picasso, Giacometti. They published his
poetry, and they put a jacket that was full of
curlicues and Elizabethan pastiche.

Do you know which Press this was?

The University of California Press. I used this
jacket as an example to my students. I flashed a

Braque, Picasso, Giacometti on the screen and
asked them to tell me what period they thought it
was. Obviously, it is the twentieth century, with
cubism here, something else there. What
relationship did the jacket have with these men
and their work? This pastiche, this eighteenth
century ungodly thing. And the class said "None."
How could a designer design this book jacket in
this manner if the designer had read the poetry.
In other words, the designer did not connect Ponge
as a modern poet. He is a French poet so he must
be wearing eighteenth century dress? So we have
this unlearned designer doing the most
unacceptable things because he cannot comprehend
the poems.

And insulting to the poet too.

Yes. So that was a stark and sharp example of
what I was trying to talk about. The designer has
to understand the material he is working with.

Do you think that people who would buy the Ponge
book would be sensitive to this incongruity?

I think if they know about Ponge before this
publication came out they would laugh. "This must
be a mistake. What is this?". And I think when
the poet saw it he would have had a big laugh.
That is what I call cultural misunderstanding.
Ponge has written some of the most pen'etrating
essays on Braque. I think some of the best.

Do you think the English university presses are
doing a better job?

I can't say they are doing a better job. I

imagine they wouldn't make that mistake. It is an
unusual mistake. I did write to the University
Press, and I called them to ask how they could do
this.
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Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Did you get a response?

I don't think I did. I think they misread what I

was trying to say. But I think any university
press has the responsibility and the obligation to
the culture to which these books are being
addressed.

How long have you been a printer now?

approaching a major anniversary?
Are you

Well, yes I am. I started printing when I was
fourteen, in 1934, and I have remained ever since
connected with typography and books, teaching,
traveling, learning, so it has been a long time.

Sixty-two years.

That's a story of persistence. Someone said
"Jack, how did you get to become a printer. Was

your father a printer?" No, I said, he was a

plumber. "What made you a printer then?". I said
I had no control over that. God came down from
heaven and said "Jack, you are going to be a

printer." I said "thank you God."

Harlan: I think we'll stop there.
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III SAN FRANCISCO PRESSES AND PUBLISHERS

[Interview 2: June 26, 1996]##

Harlan: The last time we concluded with talking about
design with reference to individual presses and
more general comments. I wonder if you would like
to talk more about individual presses and their
work and, if you like, your opinion of these
presses. Maybe we could start with California
presses with which you are certainly conversant.
Let's start more or less chronologically with
John Henry Nash.

John Henry Nash

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Well, I will come back to that question. To be
born in California and to be raised in San Mateo
and become interested in printing at a very early
age, I tended to be drawn to some of the great
master printers in San Francisco. Nash, of
course, was one of them.

Did you ever meet Nash?

I met Nash in his shop on Sansome Street. I

remember that over the door was a sign that said
"Nash Building." I did make these pilgrimages to
San Francisco to meet these gentlemen. They were
always very gracious and would spend some time
with me.

The Grabhorn Press

Harlan:

Stauffacher

You also met the Grabhorns?

Yes. Nash was a very impressive man. He wore his
smock. That impressed me. After I left I asked
my mother to make me a smock, just like John
Henry's. It wasn't an apron. It was a smock.
Then of course I went to see the Grabhorns, Ed and
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Bob. And Jane was there. Entering into their
space was very exhilarating.

Did these people give you samples of their work?

Tavlor and Taylor

Stauffacher;

Harlan:

Stauffacher;

No. Maybe they would give me a page. The
Grabhorn connection was more lasting than the
Nash. Nash was fading out then. I did go to see

Taylor & Taylor. There again I was warmly
greeted. I remember that the man had a real
interest in books. He had a great collection of
Homer .

I think it must have been Edward DeWitt Taylor.
Henry was probably dead by that time.

They had moved to a spot, I think on Howard
Street. I was very impressed with their type
specimen book, Types. Borders and Miscellany of
Tavlor and Tavlor (1939) . And actually, later on,
I bought a Colt's from them.

Havwood Hunt

Harlan:

Stauffacher;

Did you meet Haywood Hunt?

Yes. He was always a kind of vague figure in my
Sansome Street days. He had a shop right around
the corner on Clay Street. We are talking about
1947 to 1955. I was fortunate that when I moved
up from San Mateo I opened my shop right in the
middle of the printing world. Everybody was
concerned with printing, be it the Ze-llerbach

Paper Company, ink California Ink , the
equipment companies, printers, every building was
filled with printers so it was a marvelous place
to be as a printer. The Grabhorns would lend me
a line of type I didn't have. They were
encouraging. I got along with Bob even better
than with Ed.

The Johnson Brothers and the Windsor Press
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Stauffacher:
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Did you meet the Johnson brothers of the Windsor
Press?

Yes. I met them, but my memory is not very clear
on that. I did meet and got to know Albert
Sperisen with the press that he... I've forgotten
the name.

Johnck and Seeqer

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Was that Johnck and Seeger?

Yes. Because they were right down the street from
my shop at 509 Sansome Street. So we did have an

ongoing connection. They were one of the better
printers and typesetters in San Francisco.
Eventually my friend Gordon Cook the artist became
a typographer there.

Samuel T. Farauhar. A. Tomassini. Ted Freedman

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Did you know Samuel T.Farquhar, the Director of
the University of California Press?

I only knew him slightly. But I did know A.
Tomassini and Ted Freedman. I always enjoyed
them. Ted was a very special person, and I enjoyed
our friendship greatly.

What do you think of the Frederic Goudy type, the
University of California face?

If you were in my generation, Goudy exerted a
tremendous influence with his types. He had come
to the University to do a special type which he
named Californian. When he was there he also came
over to San Francisco and gave lectures which I

attended. This roly-poly smiling man was very
pleasant, and we were all, how do you say,
IIGoudy ized".

Have you used any of his types?

Yes. I used his Monotype Garamont for my bicycle
polo book.
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Mackenzie & Harris. Inc.

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher: Yes.

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher;

Did you have any business relations with Mackenzie
& Harris?

Very much so. I had a lot of my work done there.
I knew the Colonel (Harris) quite well. He had a

swagger and wore a big hat. He walked about town
like he owned it, but he was a nice man. He was a
nice man, a very nice man. I believe that at the
time Mackenzie-Harris was very important in

developing and promoting types, monotypes
especially, to our area. If you look at their type
specimen book at the time it was very rich and

very important.

So you did use the types.

Do you think that the presence of Mackenzie &

Harris may have been important in the thriving of
the press movement in San Francisco?

I believe they had a real impact because there you
could get rather esoteric types which you couldn't
find anywhere else unless you went to England or
New York. But out here in San Francisco the firm
was the center for good type. The type was never
hard like foundry type, but it was good. They did
produce nice work in publicizing their types. I

remember Malette Dean did a series of historical
type posters for them. Do you remember those?

No I don't.

They were beautiful. And they were not just
provincial. They were of national importance.

Did you buy much foundry type locally or how did
you get your foundry type?

My foundry type was from the American Type
Foundry. They had an imposing office, a building
actually, in San Francisco. In the late Thirties
I acquired their Garamond, my first serious
purchase, used in my Three Choice Sketches.

Harlan: Do you have any opinion as to why San Francisco is
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Stauffacher:

a fine printing center? It is just an accident of
the people who happened to be here or is it
something in the area itself that encourages or
encouraged fine printing?

Well, I think of the history of San Francisco, its
mercantile history. The first Anglo printers in
California were here, I don't know the exact date,
but if you study the period 1850-1900 there was a
tremendous printing business. There was also the
lithographic business for canning labels, etc. .

And beyond that there were skilled people who came
from Europe to do this. So it was in the air.
Why did Grabhorn come? It wasn't just because of
the printing industry. It drew a lot of
interesting writers and artists, and beautiful
books came out of it.

Wallace Kibbee

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Did you know Wallace Kibbee?

I knew him too.

His brother was the actor, I believe.

People like Kibbee set type and
advertising typography.

produced

Lawton Kennedy. The Allen Press. Adrian Wilson

Harlan:

Stauffacher;

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

You knew Lawton Kennedy?

I forgot to mention Kennedy. He was an important
part of our world. I did know him, and his wife
Freda A. and son Alfred L. The Kennedys always
had a different style from mine.

Please explain.

Well, his typography was pretty much "middle of
the road." He was a very competent printer in
terms of putting type on paper. His design
facilities were somewhat limited, but he was very
competent in what he did and built up a certain
clientele, especially with Warren Howell. The
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Allen Press should also be mentioned. The Aliens
have been very good friends of mine, and I have
always appreciated their work. Unlike most of the
presses here they were not driven by the necessity
of making a living through their books, so they
had the leisure and time to sit back and meditate
and dream up some beautiful books. But forgetting
that, I think their endeavor, the craftsmanship,
the ability to put type on handmade paper is

superb, and I really appreciate that. That it

happened here in the Bay area is part of that
fabric I was speaking of. Then there is Adrian
Wilson who first came into my studio in 1947.
Adrian and I were friends from that time on. We
always had a great respect for each other. He had
an exuberance in his activities and interests.
His work developed and he found his own style. He
always presented a more cheerful exploitation of
the page. He was also generous in his interests.
It was very sad that he had his heart problem and
that he isn't with us during these times. He was
younger than I am. I always admired and respected
him, and he respected me. We were part of that
generation that started to do fine books under the
shadows of the great San Franciscans like the
Grabhorns and Nash and that generation. Adrian
and I and maybe Andy Hoyem, who comes a little bit
later, are part of that heritage. Now, in 1996,
that heritage has somewhat dissipated.

Andrew Hovem

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Andrew Hoyem. It seems to me that Andrew Hoyem has
really moved to the livre d' artiste, where the
illustration dominates.

Andy Hoyem is a very special case in San Francisco
printing. In his early period with the Auerhahn
Press he did some very nice things. And then he
got connected with the Grabhorns, and the Press
started slowly to merge into the Grabhorn vision,
meaning he acquired all of their handset type.
After Ed died Bob actually worked together with
Andy, so the transition was quite complete: from
Andy to Grabhorn to Andy again. Andy is the maker
of very large deluxe books. He's been quite
successful with them. I admire his tenacity to
get these things done. I question sometimes his
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typographical refinements, but I can be more
critical of them in terms of how I see a book as
a messenger of things that are important and that
one can acquire without having to be a multi
millionaire. I appreciate his doing these books.
I will never open his edition of James Joyce's
Ulysses to read. It is so very different from my
philosophy of the book. I admire the Penguin
edition of the Ulysses compared to the one he did.
That is not to say I don't appreciate the
materials and the time that went into them. But
if I wish to understand Ulysses, to understand
what Joyce is about, I cannot deal with an object
that is so big, so uncomfortable that it presents
an obstacle to the very spirit and source of what
is Joyce's genius.

Do you think this is true of Andrew's magnum opus.
Melville's Mobv Dick?

Well, the Moby Dick is his finest achievement
because I think he tried to bring together
illustration and text which are not out of keeping
with the matter of the book. I admire that book as
one of his best works.

What do you
illustrations?

think of the Barry Moser

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Some people like them, and some people find them
overdone. In the manner of the style, the
relationship between the Goudy type and the weight
of the illustrations in Moby Dick is in a proper
balance.

Have you seen the University of California Press
reduced edition of that work?

I have that, and I like it. He hit on the right
scale for that book. Some of his other books
don't seem to have that same harmonizing. Some of
the others are a bit too obvious.

William Everson

Harlan: I think that some of William Everson 's later books
could be spoken of in these same terms, perhaps
an imbalance between illustration and text. What
do you think of his Granite and Cypress?
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Well, it is very Everson. At the time that book
was being produced and came out I was teaching at
Santa Cruz. I was teaching the art of the book
totally differently than Bill was. Someone came
to me and said: "Jack, what is the difference
between Bill and you?" I responded that I had a

democracy here. He had a dictatorship. Meaning,
in his shop all of the people there were working
on his project. In my classes, we were searching
for what a book is, what a good layout is. We
were not making a project I designed. The
students were designing their own works, learning
through their errors. I corrected them and
prompted them. But that was not possible in
Bill's world. He had a vision different from
mine. That was not what I was up to.

Was there much local support for fine printing?
Who was buying the books in the Bay area? Was it
organizations or individuals?

The Book Club of California

Stauffacher;

Harlan:

For me it was the Book Club of California. That
was the rallying point for young printers of good
books. Actually, it was pretty much dominated by
the older generation like the Grabhorns. But they
did allow the next generation to do a few books.
They were always consistent supporters. I think
the Book Club of California continues to play that
role.

That was in its original charter: the support of
local printers.

Stauffacher: I think we should remember that.





Jack Stauffacher with Gyorgy Haiman in front of the

San Francisco Public Library, main building, on the

occasion of Haiman 's lecture there, 1986.





Jack Stauffacher printing his edition of Horace's Odes on the Gietz Press,

May 25, 1993.

Photographed by Dennis Letbetter
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IV SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA PRESSES: WARD RITCHIE,
GRANT DAHLSTROM, SAUL AND LILLIAN MARKS

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher;

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Moving to Southern California. I guess Ward
Ritchie probably dominated that scene for a long
time. What do you think of him and his work?

Well, I always felt his presence in his books. In
the 1930s he was with Gregg Anderson. I think the
combination there was good, but Anderson sadly
died. After that, things changed a bit, and
Ritchie became a very successful publisher of all
kinds of books.

I think Anderson died in World War II.

Then there was Grant Dahlstrom of the Castle
Press. A man of special tastes who was a student
of Porter Garnett at the Laboratory Press. And he

really did some fine work. Of course, there is
Saul Marks, and Lillian, of the Plantin Press.

They were to me outstanding.

Did you know them at all?

Yes. I think Saul was one of the best printers in
this country. Not just California.

Do you think he is maybe a bit underappreciated?

Well, I don't think so. Those who have seen his
books know the quality there, the way he deals
with ornaments . . .

Yes, that particularly is an outstanding feature
of his work.

. . . and the way he could put ink on his paper and

type. He had a European control of his work that
I appreciate. Not that I did that type of work,
but I do really appreciate it. Ritchie didn't
have that ultimate control. Grant I think had more
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control. Ritchie sometimes used rather gaudy
title pages.

##
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V OTHER AMERICANS: BRUCE ROGERS, DANIEL BERKELEY
UPDIKE

Harlan: We're talking about American names. Let's go East
and a couple of generations earlier. What do you
think of the work of Bruce Rogers?

Bruce Rogers

Stauffacher : I appreciate his work and actually did purchase
some of his Centaur type from Mackenzie & Harris
for whom Rogers designed a beautiful poster. My
friend Adrian Wilson paid him a visit some years
ago and told me about him, what a nice man he was.
Bob Grabhorn thought he was absolutely the tops.
There was no one who could design books like Bruce
Rogers, he thought. He does flow into that whole
period, especially in the late 1930s. I still
admire his work.

Daniel Berkeley Updike

Harlan:

Stauffacher :

Harlan:

Daniel Berkeley Updike? I suppose his two volume
Printing Types. Their History. Forms, and Use is
still the standard work.

That has been the Bible for my Press. Before I

studied this work I really knew nothing. Can you
imagine? In my little chronology which I did in
1972 here is this little except. "19,40 Read
Updike's Printing Types Gain respect and
admiration for rich history of typographical
development of the book Updike first teacher."
So Updike really played a very important role
which has never diminished. I can always go back
to his book and learn something. He was the one
who through some kind of strange chemistry brought
me to Italy.

That is strange. Tell us what you mean.
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Stauffacher: I became interested in the Kis or Kis/Janson type.
In the Updike book there is a little comment about
a particular printer in Florence who was printer
to the Duke. His name was Giovanni Filippio
Cecchi. Updike mentions the piece that illustrates
it as very close to the Kis/Janson types

3
, and he

questions where that type came from. When I

started my Fulbright application this is a little
later than 1940 I stated that I would like to
study Cecchi in relation to the Kis/Janson. Very
esoteric. No one knew what I was talking about,
obviously. It was so obscure. Whoever was

judging the application must had said "This guy
must know his business." If I had made my
application that I wanted to go to Italy to write
about the history of Italian printing from the

very beginning to now they would have said this

guy doesn't have the credentials to do it. I

received a Fulbright and did study Cecchi, but my
interests broadened considerably.

3
Updike, Daniel Berkeley. Printing Types. Their History.

Forms, and Use. Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press, 1966. Vol. 1,

Figure 189 facing page 170.
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VI EUROPEAN PRESSES AND PRINTERS

Harlan:

Stauffacher;

So, let's go to Italy. You had already been there
before your 1967 oral history. Right?

Yes. My Fulbright was for 1955, but I managed to

stay on in Italy for two more years.

Giambattista Bodoni

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

We are talking about printing, type, so on. What
do you think of the great Italian printer and type
designer Bodoni?

Bodoni has always been part of the typographer's
repertoire. Updike has quite a section on Bodoni.

You use a Bodoni type, don't you?

Well, I have a Bodoni in my computer. Just
recently I did a poster for ITC (International
Typeface Corporation) which is the closest digital
rendition of the Bodoni types which they can

possibly do. So I have gotten to know Bodoni more
and more as the years go by. I appreciate his

type very much. And his life.

Is his type difficult to work with?

It is very beautiful. It has certain problems.
Unlike the Kis types of the more baroque period it
has a softer design to it. I haven't used it much
other than the ITC poster and a few other items.

Giovanni and Martino Mardersteiq

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

While we are discussing Italy, what do you think
of the work of Giovanni Mardersteig?

Well, again, that is a long story. I admire his
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work. I actually corresponded with him in the
early 1950s. Part of my pilgrimage to Europe was
to visit him, and that was an event I will never
forget. Since that visit, over the years I have
become good friends with Martino his son who is

carrying on the great tradition. Giovanni was a
man who balanced the two worlds: the handpress and

handtype. He actually designed his Dante and
other types. He also had his handpress in his own
studio in his villa. That was a very impressive
man. A meticulous printer.

Do you think that the son has been able to keep up
the tradition and quality of his father?

Well, I think to follow in the footsteps of

Giovanni, or Hans as he is known in Germany, is
a hard road to take because he was such a pioneer
in not just Italian but European fine books and
fine bookmaking. His son's talent is more
business, how to keep the business going. He
follows basically the same tradition. You know, if

you look at some of the great Renaissance
printers, that's the tradition. For example,
Aldus Manutius and his son Paul. Paul didn't
change anything. So Mardersteig keeps in that
same tradition, keeps the continuity.

Alberto Tallone

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

We were talking about Mardersteig, and that brings
up the name of Tallone who has been important to

your career. Tell us about him.

Alberto Tallone who was born in 1896 and died in
1968 left a marvelous imprint upon my mind of the
traditional Italian bookmaker. Mardersteig was
different because he came from another 'part of

Europe. I met Alberto by chance in Venice. From
that chance encounter we became immediate friends.
I happened to walk along the Piazza San Marco, and
I saw in the window a display of fine books with
punches and moulds. I walked in, and there was
this beautiful exhibition of Alberto's books. We
began to talk, went out for lunch, took
photographs and became instant friends. We wrote
each other over the years after I had returned to
the United States. I never saw him again because
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Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher;

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

I did not return to Italy until the 1970s. He had
sent me books, and I had sent him books.
Years later I visited his family and became very
close friends with his wife Bianca and his two
sons Enrico and Aldo. His whole world is hard to
describe if you have never been to a studio so
devoted to the book, so devoted to literature, to
a culture. It is something I have never
experienced before or since. All the Tallone
books were set by hand and are still set by hand.
The tradition goes on, and the Tallone atelier is
one of the places I always go to on pilgrimage
when I am in Italy.

Would you say he was a great printer or is he more
complex than just in that one role?

Well, I think he reenforces my whole idea of the
book in the sense that he was absolutely the
servant of the word. His books are very classical
just using beautiful type set on beautiful paper.

Italian paper?

Some French paper, but it was mostly Italian. What
I had witnessed in knowing these people, in

knowing them still, is the cultural connection
they have with their own country, their authors,
imbued with the dedication to bring these
beautiful texts to the world in such a beautiful
fashion. There is no gimmickry. It is a breath
of fresh air to look at these books. They restate
the old truisms about the making of books. The
text is the beginning and the end of why you make
books: great authors, writers, poets,
philosophers, visionaries.

So he has been and continues to be an inspiration
to you?

There is a lot more I could tell about knowing
him. I did write a little homage to him in
Visible Language4 in 1972 that tells in a very
clear way what he has meant to me. I don't think
there could be a publisher-printer of that kind in
this country. He is so part of the texture of his

PP.

4 "Homage to Alberto Tallone." Visible Language (Winter 1972,
81-89) .
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Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

culture. All the great publishers of the past are
linked in some sense with Alberto who was totally
versed in the text. He was a man of great
learning.

Was he publishing exclusively in Italian?

Most of his books were texts in French and
Italian. He had lived for twenty-five years in
Paris and was very close to French culture. His
Dante books are famous. The first and last books
he did were Dante.

Were his publications in limited editions?

In limited editions of three or four hundred
copies.

Would they have been expensive?

Not in the sense that we think of Andrew Hoyem's
books, because they were devoid mostly of any
illustrations .

What were the bindings?

They were usually done in the Italian and French
fashion, in paper with a slipcover.

Was his clientele mostly in Europe?

Actually, in Italy and France. I helped to arrange
an exhibit of his work at the Grolier Club about
two years ago.

Was it well received?

People who saw it liked it very much. He's done
some Shakespeare in English, but basically his
audience in this country is very limited.

Jan Tschichold

Harlan: The University of California Press has published
in English translation Jan Tschichold 's The New
Typography; Handbook for Modern Designers. Are you
familiar with that particular publication?
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Stauffacher :

Harlan:

Stauffacher;

Yes. It is a book I am reading right now because
I have never been able to read it in German. It is

historically very important. Everyone who is a

book designer should know about it.

Is Tschichold in the European tradition or is he
more idiosyncratic?

He is very European. He is part of the tradition
of European modernism, but he did return to
formalism in the latter part of his life. His
whole impact on the study of typography is very
important .

Other European Presses and Trends

Harlan:

Stauffacher :

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Do you know what is going on in Germany? Is

Germany producing the kind of good work you are

talking about in France and Italy?

I think in Germany likewise the tradition is very
intact, and some of the limited editions I have
seen are very beautiful. Very different from
Tallone, of course. Each culture has its own way
of making books, but the Germans, like the Dutch,
are excellent typographers. The French have a
different shaping of their books. This diversity
I think is very good. Each culture has something
to offer in its own way.

How does this compare to the American scene?

I think it is very hard to compare European books
and typography to ours, and we are such a vast
country with so many different people and areas
that the unified cultural stamp is not so easy to
see.
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VII AMERICAN SCHOOLS OF FINE PRINTING

Harlan:

Stauffacher :

Harlan:

Stauffacher;

There are quite a few private presses operated in
America by enthusiastic young people, and there
are printing programs, mostly sponsored by
American universities. What do you think about
these programs? For example, I think there is one
at Iowa and another at Nebraska in Omaha, and
there was one at UC-Santa Cruz.

I believe especially the one at Iowa is

outstanding. I think they have a philosophy and
attitude which are close to mine, coming from the
sense of literature, of understanding the text and
not coming from the other direction which is

advertising and commercialism. Other places in
this country have so-called "Art Book"

departments. Mills College is an example. I have
reservations about these programs because in most
cases the idea of the book as object becomes the
total reason for a book to exist. It is not in the

typographical tradition of Tallone or Mardersteig
at all.

I think that the University of Alabama has a

program that does try to teach book printing and
book design. And I believe that at one point an
American printer who worked in Italy taught there.
Do you know him? I think his name is Richard
Rummonds .

Yes. Richard-Gabriel Rummonds. He actually
invited me down to teach there some years ago for
a week, and he was trying very hard to do the very
thing I am talking about, to combine illustration
and text but to keep them in balance: the
Tschichold philosophy, in which the typographer-
designer is in absolute control of everything, the
artist, etc.. He controls the book from beginning
to end. It is his aesthetic which makes the book
become a book, where now it is just the opposite.
The artist, in a sense, now dominates the image of
the book, and its typography is a secondary
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consideration .

Harlan: So, Rummonds also tried to balance the two.
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VIII INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS OF THE GREENWOOD PRESS

[Interview 3: July 3,1996]##

Janson

Harlan:

Stauffacher;

Today we are going to talk about some of your
individual projects. Jack, let's begin with your
Janson book which appeared in 1954, before your
1967 oral history. Any further reflections on
that work?

To go back to my discovery of the Kis/Janson, it
took a long time for me to select the type that
was to be the basis of my typographic work. The
Janson book, which I published in 1954, was the
door to my typographical aesthetic in many
different ways, from the point of view of the type
that was selected, the Kis/Janson from Stempel AG,
and my ability to apply that type to paper. By
that time my skills seem to have come together in
such a way that all the components fit into a book
in which image and type and the research were
all beautifully integrated. The book took from
about 1950 to 1954, meaning that I wasn't
working on it all the time. I had purchased the
type in 1950 and then slowly began to understand
its full potential. There was one special moment
in my discovery. As I was doing my research in

trying to select this type, the roman type, I came
across a type catalogue from Stempel which was
printed in 1924. At that time the type was
wrongly titled Janson. I came across a page of
this specimen that instantly attracted me. It was
a piece in Latin that concerned Greek scholarship.
It was so beautifully set and so legible. Of
course, when you do set in Latin it takes on
another typographical texture. That particular
page became my paradigm or model. Just recently I

reset a page from the 1924 catalogue with the
long s's in exactly the same format as that first
discovery. I did this a couple of months ago. It
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brought me back to the center of my discovery of
this typeface which we now call Kis. It is called
Kis-Janson so people can identify it. We have
discovered that it was a face designed by the
great punchcutter Nicholas Kis. This Janson book
became my model.

Albert Camus

Harlan:

Stauffacher;

Another of your interests is Albert Camus.

Yes. This interest started very early after I had
read The Stranger which came out in the late
1940s. And then I read later on his polemical
essay The Rebel. Camus was very much in touch at
that time with the moods of what happened after
World War II. Also there was The Myth of Sisyphus
which became a very important rallying point. And
then, of course, appeared Knopf's publications in
translation. When I was teaching at Carnegie I

printed his acceptance speech delivered at the
Nobel Prize ceremony. In 1971, I published the
book called Albert Camus and the Men of the Stone.
This was an enterprise that took a lot of my time
bringing together the translator and an exhibition
in San Francisco which dealt with this book and
his many books that have been published throughout
the world in different languages. I was also
reflecting on the contents of this book because it
was not written by Camus. As Gregory H. Davis
noted in the translator's introduction of the book
(page 8) "In this short book, men of the stone
typographers, linotype operators, and
proofreaders have their say on Camus." I didn't
print this book. I designed it. Everyone
involved in this production shared in the
exhibition. We had photographs identifying each of
the contributors to the production of the book.
They were, in a sense, men of the stone. The book
had a good reception. I corresponded with Madame
Camus. The typefaces are Monotype Bembo and
handset Hunt Roman. My work on Camus in addition
to the previous book was a suite of statements
from his book The Rebel. It is entitled The Rebel;
Albert Camus . Twenty-Five Typographical
Meditations (1969) . It was limited to ten copies.
There I used extravagant designs, employing wooden
type. That is a very select special production.
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The next project, probably, was the Phaedrus ,

Plato's Phaedrus

Harlan:

Stauffacher;

Harlan:

Stauffacher :

Harlan:

Stauffacher :

Harlan:

Stauffacher :

Its origins?

Phaedrus came about as a result of friends
encouraging me to read and study Plato further.
This dialogue particularly struck me. What
started this project was an on-going
correspondence with my former student Chuck
Bigelow. In our correspondence we discussed the
problems of dialogue structure in typography.

In doing this research did you look in a variety
of libraries and resources, or were you able to
find most of this information in one or two
sources?

Well, I began my work at The Bancroft Library
which has a rich collection of documents. There
hadn't been anything written with this approach.
There never was a book like this done on Phaedrus .

The search was the rationale for discovery.

How many copies was the edition?

I believe we did 150 copies. My friend Jim Paris,
who was one of my students at Santa Cruz, came to
my shop in San Francisco under an NEA Master
Apprentice Program and worked with me for a year.
He very diligently and quietly set the type.

Have you been pleased with the reception of the
book?

Actually, there were two parts, the text and a

supplement, the latter titled Phaedrus; -A Search
for the Typographic Form of Plato's Phaedrus. The
form of the book is novel and did arouse some
controversy, but I sold the book out. It did
influence other people. Students particularly
found the supplement inspiring, and some would
send me their projects they did in their school
and say that they were very influenced by the
book. I think in a small way the Phaedrus has as
addressed a very profound problem in typography
and in using important classical material like
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Plato.

Harlan: How about classical scholars? Were they
appreciative, did they understand what you were
about?

Stauffacher: In most cases, yes. Their response was mixed.

Francis Ponae's Dix Poems = Ten Poems

Harlan:

Stauffacher;

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Let's move on to another major project, which is
the Francis Ponge book: Dix Poems = Ten Poems
(1983) .

The Ponge book is quite different, and was
published many years later. I became interested in

Ponge through reading translations of his poems,
and I was lucky enough to have a former student,
an artist, to work with me on this project, the
late Elizabeth Quandt. She had wanted to do a

project with me. I was reading Ponge, and I said
"Well, Elizabeth, what if I select ten poems,
these are prose-poems, and then handset them in
French with the translations, and you illustrate
each of the ten poems with an etching." I was
very respectful of Ponge 's poetry which is very
direct, dealing with everyday objects. For
instance, the ten poems deal with blackberries,
butterflies, the cycle of seasons, wine,
literature, olives, shells and bread, and I told
her the book would be a small book. I would
handset it and print it on Rieves French paper.
The etchings would be placed subtly in the
background. I didn't want them to overtake the
poems. I have a special attitude about
illustrated poetry. Sometimes illustrated books
overwhelm the poetry, and the text becomes
secondary to illustrations. I didn't want that to
happen at all. I wanted the primary power coming
from the poems themselves. Each of the etchings
is a plate separated from the text proper.

Facing a blank page?

Yes. So the illustrations are very calm and lucid
and mysterious. The poems are very elusive but
also very concrete. For example, the one on wine
in which Ponge says "The relationship between a
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Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher;

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

glass of water and a glass of wine is the same as
the relationship between a linen apron and a
leather one."

How many copies were printed?

Very few (125) because these are etchings.

This is because etching plates don't last long?

Yes. She printed the etchings in her own shop.

So you were happy with the etchings?

Oh yes. I thought they came out beautifully. I

worked very closely with her. That is the way I

like to work with the artist of the book. The
relative weight of the image against the
typography is important. The book has had its
success. I felt it had achieved exactly what I

wanted it to do. I want to go back a little bit
to talk about the Gallery Paule Anglim which has
over the years been very close to the Press. Each
time I bring out a limited edition Paule has given
me gallery space for a reception and exhibition.
When I brought out the Ponge we had a very nice
event in her new gallery on Geary Street. We had
a little ceremony. We showed the book, along with
some of the tests of the artist's etchings.

Was the translator there?

Yes. He came from New York, and his name is Serge
Gavronsky. And also the poet Robert Duncan was
there, and he read the translations in English,
and Serge read the French originals.

What did Ponge think of the book?

I sent him a copy of the book. The response from
the poet was very warm and friendly. His
handwritten response is on some beautiful French
paper. His response is an important document for
me. He particularly appreciated the
illustrations. They did not overwhelm the poems,
but were shadows of the text. It seems that I

connected with the poet. We had an ongoing
correspondence. He died about two years ago.

Harlan: Have you ever considered doing anything else of
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Stauffacher :

his?

Not immediately. Many books have been done of his
work already.

##

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Horace

Let's move on to the Horace project. Tell us how

you became interested in Horace and this work.

It was my friendship with Michael Taylor. He came
into my life in the late 1960s when he was
attending the University of California. His
interest in typography, in French literature and
all fine literature was very refreshing. He was

already writing poetry at that time. He said to
me that he wanted to typeset his own poetry. I

offered to show him how. We did two small books
of his poetry together.

These will be listed in your forthcoming
bibliography?

Yes. So, he was a close companion in the 1970s.
We talked about what he was studying. He had a

professor at the University of California, now at
the University of Chicago, who taught a course on
Horace. He became so imbued with Horace he
started to do some translating. His teacher
thought his work was very good, so he continued to
do translations. So I said, maybe he approached
me, I don't remember, we should do this book. The
Horace project started in the late seventies and
lasted up to the time of publication, in 1992.
Michael returned to Paris, but we continued to
work on the project. We had many discussions on
the design of the book. I was also interested in
the history of editions of Horace, so I planned a

supplement, similar to the Phaedrus . It was

published as The Continuity of Horace. And that
was also a very important guide for me to
understand the design of Horace.

You were probably the first person to use the
Bancroft Library Horace collection so

comprehensively in this manner.
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Stauffacher :

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Possibly I was. I don't know,
particular use was unique.

But I think my

Harlan:

Stauffacher;

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher ;

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Did you find this exploration of Horace as

exciting as the Phaedrus . or was it, maybe, a
different kind of excitement?

It would have been very difficult to repeat the

particular excitement of that time. The Phaedrus
was a high point. With that experience I was able
to take the Horace and move in that same exciting
way. I had, as it were, the means to do that.

With the Phaedrus as a paradigm did you find the
Horace easier going?

Different. The design problem was totally
different, and I had to work very closely with the
translator. Each poem seemed to require
individual attention in its line arrangement.
Michael Taylor wrote a little essay in the

supplement explaining that particular aspect.
Each poem would begin on the recto, and on the
verso was the first line of the poem in Latin.
Initially I was going to employ an inscriptional
style. I have some examples of these first
efforts. They were like Roman lapidary
inscriptions.

Why did you move to the italic?

The more I did the formal monumental inscriptions
the more they seemed to put too much emphasis on
the Latin at the expense of the translation. So
I used the italic.

Your use of the blue in the italic is interesting.

I love this particular blue. I feel it, has more
of the Mediterranean, the Latin look to it.

Returning to the translation, Michael took certain
liberties with the arrangement.

By arrangement you mean of the lines by the
translator?

Yes. We worked very closely on this. Sometimes
I would say the lines are not right. So we
carefully studied each poem. We would go through
a process where I would send him a proof in Paris.
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Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher

Harlan:

He would look at it, and maybe three months later
I would hear from him that he didn't like the
line, the way he has translated it, so he wanted
to change it. Maybe four or five changes. I felt
I was going crazy. So I said to Michael "no more.
This is it. We can't change it because you will
never be satisfied."

And the particular poem we are looking at is Ode
fourteen, Book I?

Yes. It has a very studied look, the way Michael
indented this poem. Some poems are very formally
arranged. Here is a different indention. Look at
this one.

Ode four, Book I. It is in two columns.

Working with the poems and with the translator was
the interesting and exciting part of the project.
It wasn't predesigned as such. I printed 250
copies of the book in Emeryville at Sam Francis's
studio. And the press that I printed it on was my
repossessed Gietz which has a long and
interesting story. That press had been located at
the New Laboratory Press at Carnegie. So that was
the first book I had done on this press for many
years.

Where is this press now?

It is right here in my office.

So, you were quite pleased with the way the Horace
turned out?

Yes. I was very worried about how it was all going
to come together, since the book was done in

signatures. It takes time to print such books.
I could only do it on Saturdays since the press
was in Emeryville. Also, I was very conscious of
how I was going to do the cover. What I did was
to set the first and second poems in Latin
respectively on the front and back covers, and
this arrangement provides the key to the book. No
illustrations. Nothing to distract the reader
from the text.

I suppose the layout of the Phaedrus was, as you
have said, somewhat controversial. It would be
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Harlan:

Stauffacher:
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less so in the Horace. What kind of response have
you had from the typographical world and from
classical scholars?

The Horace has had a favorable reception. I tried
to penetrate the Latin Classics Department at
Berkeley. I did get the door opened a little bit,
but basically they were not interested. First of
all, they didn't know who the translator was.

They didn't know who I am. It was not a friendly
reception. There were a few professors who liked
the book, but they were not terribly enthusiastic.

I suppose one of the problems is you were dealing
with a translation, and their concern is with the
original language.

Maybe that, but I don't think they even thought
too much about that. Horace by this time has been
put aside. He is not at the center of their
interest at Berkeley. Maybe there are a few
outstanding Horace scholars in this country. I

know that there are some who keep the fire
burning, as it were.

Porter Garnett

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Let's move on to a project you have only recently
finished, and that is Porter Garnett;
Philosophical Writings on the Ideal Book (1994) .

I created the Porter Garnett project to revive
the spirit of Porter Garnett in book form, to
bring him out into the open. To show the
typophiles and book people that he did exist,
especially that he existed in San Francisco and at
the Laboratory Press at Carnegie, to resee him in
the light of his times. My job was to resurrect
his presence and make it known that Porter Garnett
was part of the linkage of early fine printing in
the United States. Since that time many people
have forgotten him or never knew about him, so the
book that we did was, I think, a very important
success. It brought a lot of his writings
together, on typography, art criticism, some of
his newspaper work during the earthquake, his
journalism. Have you looked at the book?
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Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher :

It is very much in the Stauffacher tradition, and
for that reason it stands out among recent Book
Club of California publications.

That book is in a 6 x 9 format set on the
computer, and I completely utilized the new
technology. I feel that there is still a

continuity between that book and my Phaedrus since
it demands the same subtle treatment of the type.
That marvelous frontispiece photograph of Garnett
is by Dorothea Lange.

I think that the look of the book, which is so
much in the tradition, is a resounding affirmation
that one can use computers with good results.

That is part of my strategy. I do have my
computer, and I have as an invaluable resource
Sumner Stone who is a type designer digitizing his
own designs and doing some of the more classical
faces. I worked closely with him on this project
using his Cycles typeface. During the process I

tried to suggest certain formations of the letters
in terms of their spacing. We worked closely
together, and he would suggest for example
tracking some of the letters a little differently.
Later, I did a catalogue for the De Young Museum,
and there again I used Cycles semi-bold which I

asked Sumner to make for me. Working with Stone
has been a rare and marvelous opportunity, like
having your own type designer close by to talk
about type designs.

This affiliation, association, has also
benefitted Stone's firm? They have produced more
sophisticated type than they might have done
otherwise?

He was pleased with the Garnett book, especially
the two columns in the small size. He said he
didn't understand why it looks so good. It is
even better than the larger size for legibility.
We went over that equation, length of line, the
leading. I think it was 9.5 point with 13 point
leading on the short columns. It was very
readable, and he said he had never seen it in this
typographical form. His type was on the right
paper, and the film that we used for it was as

perfect, and the printer just did a beautiful job.
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Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:
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This is a good example of the fact that all of the
players in the process need to know what they are
doing and work together.

Absolutely. I had a very fine printer, Wolf
Shaefer.

Who bound the book?

Cardoza, using a Japanese cloth. It has a nice
feel, doesn't it?

The Beams of Montaigne's Library

[Interview 4: December 11, 1996 ]##

Harlan: Just last month, in November, you published an
interesting book on Michel de Montaigne. What is
it and how did you come to print and publish it?

Stauffacher :

Harlan:

Through my friendship with the photographer Dennis
Letbetter. He approached me and asked me if I

would be interested in publishing this rather
unique book The Beams of Montaigne's Library. I

thought that was fascinating because Dennis, over
the years, has been telling me a lot about
Montaigne, encouraging me to read some of his
essays. But the specific area he was focusing on
for the book was rather unusual because I had
never thought about beams or Montaigne's library
until Dennis showed me through photographs he had
made many years ago during a trip to Montaigne's
chateau. So, slowly he gathered the material
until one day he came to me and said "Jack, here's
the material. Let's do a small book." He urged
me to do all of the book by hand. This was a

challenge. So, I started to transcribe his text
into type, and that went through different stages
of design.

I noticed, in looking at the book, that on some of
the pages the type, the inscriptions from the
beams, is arranged vertically rather than
horizontally which I thought was quite
interesting.
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Harlan:

Stauffacher :

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:
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Well, actually, among the photographs Dennis
brought was one of the tower which was going to be
placed in the frontispiece, the book's only
illustration. Actually, after I finished the book
or was near the end of the book I asked Dennis
about these beams? Did he photograph them? He
said he did but they came out very very light.

These inscriptions on the beams, were they done by
Montaigne? Do we know who did them?

Not by Montaigne. They must have been done at
that time by people who could do inscriptions of
this sort. So I had no idea of what these beams
looked like. That started me to think about
arranging the inscriptions vertically, three or
four on a page in contrast to the normal way you
would read them. That was a later consideration.

When I talked to Letbetter at his shop he said
that you were the one who encouraged him to try to
enhance the photographs to the point where they
were actually legible. That your persistence
produced a kind of revelation.

Yes, that was a marvelous discovery for Dennis.
I pushed him to try to reconstitute those, and he
did work very hard in his darkroom to bring these
photographs into legibility. So the final result
is their very mysterious looking quality. I think
they are beautiful. I was sorry we didn't put
them into the book.

When I was looking at those photographs and at the
book I thought it was perhaps too bad that there
wasn't a suite of those photographs with the book.

Yes. We did print the beams as a kind of afterward
to the book, but if I had known more about the
beams I would have insisted that they be a part of
it because the central part of the book is about
the beams.

When I was talking to him about the process that
he went through he said that working with you was
very constructive because he said that you were an
"enabler" .

Stauffacher: What did he mean by that?
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Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

He meant that you encouraged him and directed him
and even educated him to the point where he was
able to move on from what he thought he could do.

Well, at first I didn't know exactly how this was
going to move. We both agreed that it was going
to be in a format size that was not too small and
on good paper. I didn't know exactly how to deal
with the inscriptions. They were just a long
list.

Letbetter seemed to think it was a wonderful
experiment, or rather experience, in collaboration
between the illustrator and the printer. What
about the translation?

The translation is Dennis's, somewhat revised by
Michael Taylor.

Does Taylor live in France now?

He lives in Paris.

Is he a devotee of Montaigne?

I am not sure about that, but I would say that for
any French intellectual Montaigne is like
Shakespeare for us.

Three Books for the Book Club of California

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Anyway, I thought the project was a wonderful
enterprise. I want to go back to talk about three
of your Book Club of California publications,
which appeared before the Porter Garnett book.
The first is titled Journal of a Journey across
the Plains in 1859 (1970) by James B. Brown. This
was edited by George R. Stewart and contains very
interesting illustrations.

The design of this book is somewhat conventional
except for the illustrations by Alexander Chase.
These were suggested to me by Jim Hart. The actual
story had nothing to do with the illustrations,
but I put them in as images of the period. They
are done by this very young man who at the time
was fifteen years old. I was struck by the
marvelous way he made these drawings and
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Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher;

Harlan:

Stauffacher;

Harlan:

watercolors. They capture, I think, his rather
childlike depiction of the West.

Are these printed in color?

No. I couldn't put them in color, but I didn't
want to put them in black and white. I thought
the bluish color which I used would be a nice
contrast against the page.

What typeface did you select?

Again, it is set in one of my favorite types of
the time, Monotype Bembo, with some of my handset
Kis/Janson printed beautifully by the Philpotts
and bound by Hans Schuberth. The cover is Chase's
illustration of Lake Tahoe.

Another book is Spanish Approaches to the Island
of California. 1628-1632 (1975) , edited and
translated by W. Michael Mathes. Tell us about
that book.

I call this my Tallone book very narrow,
vertical, set again in Monotype Bembo with handset
Hunt Roman. It has very few illustrations, but it
has a decidedly un-Book Club look to it. My
fellow printers, especially Peter Koch, have
always liked it.

Why?

Because it is a nice use of the type and format
and is formal and not exaggerated and so unlike
some of the Book Club work of the past. I was
very happy with this book.

You said it was your Tallone-like book,
because of the format?

Is that

Yes, the narrow format. I had wanted to do a book
with that narrow format, nice to hold in the hand.

Were you pleased with the way it came out?

Very much so. Clifford Burke printed it.

And there is another book for the Book Club of
California.
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Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher;

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

This book is in the same spirit as the one just
discussed. It is Rezanov Reconnoiters California.
1806 (1972). This book presented me with a real
challenge. First of all, the Book Club did not
give me too much material for illustrations. I

had to go to The Bancroft Library and select
illustrated material of around 1806. Much of the
material has already been published, especially on
the well-known Indians of the Bay Area. So I used
this material in a slightly altered manner,
brownish in color.

You found these in The Bancroft Library?

Yes. They have the originals.

I think they go very well with the text, don't
you?

Yes. These illustrations are soft enough so they
are not dominating the text. And Rezanov 's

observations are very clear as he moves down the
coast and into the Bay. The book has an airy
quality. I used some of Vancouver's maps which
were published before Rezanov 's voyage. Actually,
I use the maps as the cover for the book. What
you see is exactly what Rezanov saw as he moved
along the coast because he used Vancouver's atlas
to distinguish the configuration of the coast. I

thought this was effective.
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IX WORKS IN PROGRESS

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Then, there is a large project in progress, which
is the Greenwood Press history and bibliography,
1934-1998.

This project, to be published by the Book Club of
California, began to come into view in January
1996. But it actually began in 1989 when you
suggested that one of your graduate students do a

bibliography of the Press. The student's name is
Glenn Humphreys. He started coming to my shop to
diligently search for my books, and ask me
questions. He came about once a week over a

period of time and started to build a

bibliography. Actually, that was the spur of why
this book is taking place. In January, I was
thinking only of the bibliography. Then I

thought, well, since Glenn is coming to the end of
the bibliography, I would like to make the
publication more than just his bibliography. I
also decided on a history of the Press, and this
material would all be in one book rather than
separate publications. I think it makes more
sense. So I wrote down an outline, or several
outlines. First would be an introduction by you,
then in the second part I would do reflections, a
little overview, the typographic correspondence
with many of the important typographers of our
time, for example Stanley Morison, Jan Tschichold,
Hermann Zapf, right on down to Chuck Bigelow,
Alastair Johnston, and Sumner Stone, and then the
bibliography. Then I talk about the Carnegie New
Laboratory Press, articles I have written, and
many illustrations of the books and photographs.

Have you thought about the book's design?

Yes. The design is not the same as for the
Garnett book. It is 8 x 10" which gives me a
larger format.
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X FUTURE PROJECTS

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

Harlan:

Stauffacher

Harlan:

Stauffacher:

And what projects after that?

I don't think that far ahead.

Would you like to do more of the Horace if that
were possible?

Well, through the correspondence I have had with
my patron, the man who has been very helpful in
supporting the history and bibliography of the
Press, this might be a possibility.

What else?

I want to do a book of Persian poems by Arifi. It
is called A Ball and a Polo Stick, a Book of
Ecstasy by this sixteenth century Persian poet.
It is not a big book, but I would want to include
in this book some of the great masterpieces of
Persian miniatures that depict the game of polo.
Actually, some depict the actual protagonists in
the poem.

These miniatures are beautiful. Would you do them
in full color, if you could?

Yes. What happened is that I did meet a scholar
at Harvard University who was a specialist in
Persian poetry, and he was willing to translate it
for me. He did it. This was about ten years ago.
Harvard has a great collection of Persian
illustrations. I would want to print my original
edition and a facsimile of the original manuscript
at Harvard and would put the two books in a
slipcase.

Is this something that is still in the thinking
phase or in process?

The reason why this poem is so important to me is
because in my youth I played polo. The Persian
miniatures were my first awakening to art.
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Harlan:

Stauffacher :

Was part of your appreciation the beautiful
calligraphy?

Beautiful, marvelous calligraphy. So, I went so
far as to acquire his translation. Then I had some
problems. This gentleman, the Harvard professor,
had done a literal translation. It was wooden.
I showed it to Michael Taylor, and he said the
original translation, of 1930, was more poetic
than the one done by the professor at Harvard.
However, the professor said it was almost
impossible to capture in translation the
complexity of the early poems. There are too many
metaphoric elements that are not easily rendered
into English translation. So, there it is. And so
it goes. There is always more to do.

Harlan: And we look forward to seeing it.
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'I come to my belated thanks for

your stimulating 3 6 page odyssey in

search of the proper form for Socratic

dialogues. It is a method never before

reported in such careful detail . . .'

Paul Standard (calligrapher, author, leacher)

New York City

'I want to tell you again in this respect
how extraordinary I find this book . . .'

Yves Zimmermann, (graphic designer, teacher)

Barcelona, Spain

The eye can review, that is,

retrospect: the ear andmouth

Cannot. _ Eric A. Havelock

Where do you come from,Phaedrus

my friend,and where are you going?

Afew copies still available

ALBERT CAMUS
and the Men of the Stone

This book is a tribute to Albert Camus

by his friends who worked with him

on the clandestine newspaper Cambat

during the Second World War in

France. Photos &slipcase. $15.00

Write to

Jack W. Stauffacher,The Greenwood

Press, 300 Broadway San Francisco

California 94133 Tel. [415] 989-5169

Jack W. Stauffacher ofthe

Greenwood Press in San Francisco

has recently published

A Search for theTypographic
Form of Plato's PHAEDRUS

This unusual book traces the develop
ment in the making of Greenwood's

Phaedrus. A diversified document that

examines the inner structure oftypo

graphic design, where concepts of

texts are studied that reveal a deeper
level ofunderstanding within the

dialectics between author and reader.

Set in Sabon & Janson types, 42 illus

trations, page size 6.25 x 1 2.50 inches,

36 pages. $ i o.oo per copy
(Calif, res. add 60 cents sales tax)



Contents Recent comments:

i. Introduction, TheTools, The Exper

iments, The FinalFormat by JackW.
Stauffacher & Charles A. Bigelow

ii. Illustrations ofManuscripts and

Printed Books of Phaedrus, 2nd

century A. D. to the ioth century
in. Notes on English Translations

of Phaedrus by William Pettas

iv. On the Wings ofThymos
by Paul Lee

v. A Nobler Seduction

by Gus Blaisdell

vi. Appendix : The Parmenides

Fragments by William H. Willis

Selected Bibliography

For Plato andfor Cicero a

book (bublos,biblion,volumen)

'was a roll ofpapyrus.
E. G.Turner

PHAEDRUS a dialogue by Plato

Translated from the Greek

by R. Hackforth

The Greenwood Press's Phaedrus is

limited to 1 50 copies* and is available

at the Press. Handset in i ib Janson-

Antiqua types, page size 6.25 x 1 2.50

inches ( 1 5.9 x 3 1 .8 cm.), 1 50 pages,

ninety copies on ArchesText & sixty
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Bound by the Schuberth Bookbindery
in French paper style with chemise

and slipcase. Single copy $200.00

(Calif, res. add $12.00 sales tax)

'The Supplement is an unusual docu

ment because of its careful analysis

of all the steps in the creative process.'

Prof. Catherine T. Brady

New York City Community College

'I found that your purpose in the Book

is so well articulated, as well as your
articulation of the search, that the

Book and Supplement can serve an

important function here at the Uni

versity.'
K. Russell May lone, Curator

Northwest University Library, Evanston, Illinois

'What a beautiful book you have

made of your Search. . .'

E. G. Turner, Professor ofPapyrology

University College London

'In our time a book is not a book until

it is printed. For the fine printer, the

muse instructs in the appropriate em
bodiment of a work in pursuit oftruth.

Printing is the craftsman's extension

ofthe writer's power ofpersuasion
Your reviewer inspected {Supplement}

it with feelings bordering on delight.

The reader becomes witness to the

birth of art out of craft, possibly its

most fruitful origin. . .'

Reflections on Form, MANAS, p. 3, 9-20-75

'I took a quick look to the figures.

And decided that your eighth & final

version was, indeed, the most readable,

as well as the more original,creative . . .'

Fernand Baudin, Belgium

*
Only forty (Garda) copies remain, March 1 979.
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Approach Francis Ponge cautiously asyou woulda baker

about to slip breadin the oven or an oyster readying its

pearlorperhaps an inspired linguist checking over the

meaning ofwords in the Littre'. In each instance Francis

Ponge 'willsurpriseyou.
from the Introduction by Serge Garvonsky



Francis Ponge Dixpoemes

Tenpoems

This edition limited to one hundred and twenty-five

printed copies is a collaboration between typographer-

printer and the California artist, Elizabeth Quandt.

These ten selected poems have each been illustrated

with etchings on copperplates and printed by the artist
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Quintus Horatius Flaccus

65BC-8BC
Carminum LiberIV



Diffugere nives,redeunt iam gramina campis

arboribusque comae;
mutat terra vices, et decrescentia ripas

flumina praetereunt;
Gratia cumNymphis geminisque sororibus audet

ducere nuda chores,

immortalia ne spares,monet annus et almum

quae rapit hora diem,

frigora mitescunt Zephyris, ver preterit aestas

interitura simul

promiferAntumnus fruges effuderit,etmox
bruma recurrit iners.

damna tamen celeres reparant caelestia lunae;
nos ubi decidimus,

quopius Aeneas,quo Tullus dives et Ancus,

pulvis et umbra sumus.

quis scit an adiciant hodiernae crastina summae

tempora di superi ?

cuncta manus avidas fugient heredis, amico

quae dederis animo.

cum semel occideris et de te splendidaMinos
fecerit arbitria,

non, Torquate, genus,non te facundia,non te

restituetpietas;
infernis neque enim tenebris Diana pudicum

liberat Hippolytum,
nee Lethaea valetTheseus abrumpere caro

vincula Pirithoo.

VII



The fugitive snows, the green growth surging back to the grasslands

and orchard boughs,
the hillsides shedding their wintry pelt, the muddy rivers gliding

into their foamy beds,

a single Grace, then two, then three, coming forth unclad to lead

a dance ofnymphs . . .

Life eternal? Not a hope ! Second by second, the hours hustle

noontide toward night.

The melting breezes,Summer on Springtime's heels, heeled in turn

as Autumn spills

her overflowing cornucopia and flees, and heavybootedWinter

tramps over the ridge.

The moons,waning and waxing, repair the ravaged fields and soon,

Torquatus, even you
will be summoned to where Aeneas drifts, and Ancus and Tullus, proud kings,

and be but dust.

The splendid dawns how many more ofthem will the gods toss

into your basket ofdays?
Is there a single item you thirsted for with all your soul

your sons will ever own?

No, no,my friend, when you are called, and Minos has handed down
his thunderous judgement,

your lordly name,your winning tongue, the offerings ofyour clan

won't bring you back.

The darkness ofHades was too impenetrable even for Diana

to find her Hippolytus
and release him, nor could Theseus see to loose the knots that clasped

his bosom pal Pirithous.

VII



250 copies printed & newly translated by
Michael Taylor,January 1 99 3 .

Books 2, 3 & 4 ofthe Odes are planned by
the Horace-Greenwood Press project.

OdesHORA CEwas recentlypublished by
the press. Handset in Nicholas Kis types

byJackWStauffacher.

For more information please write to

Jack Werner Stanffacher The Greenwood Press

300 Broadway San Francisco California 94133

415.989.5169



An able reader often discovers in other men 's

writings perfections beyond those that the

authorput in orperceived, and lends them

richer meanings and aspects. Montaigne 1,24

The Beams ofMontaigne 's Library

by Dennis Letbetter

rsity Presses) , 7

le, 33

>tacy. A. 48

42-44

41, 44-47
7

Published by The Greenwood Press, 1996

joo Broadway San Francisco California 94133

33, 39, 40, 47
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